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This invention relates to containers for ?uids with re— 
serve space. Particularly, the invention relates to ink 
or water color cartridges for fountain pens and the like. 
More particularly, the invention relates to ?exible ink 
cartridges having a reserve supply of ink that can be 
switched into use by squeezing the cartridge after the 
main ink supply has been exhausted. 
A number of proposals have been made whereby the 

user of an ink-cartridge type fountain pen can be pro~ 
vided with a reserve supply of ink. Without such a re 
serve supply, if the pen runs dry, it has become useless 
until the user inserts a new ink cartridge. Since the pen 
is liable to run dry at any time, and since the user is un 
likely to always carry or have a spare ink cartridge handy, 
it has become desirable to furnish a reserve ink supply 
to permit continued Writing use until such time as it is 
convenient to insert a new ink cartridge into the pen. 
A number of various proposals have been made to fur 

nish such a reserve supply. One system in use in Europe, 
is to provide two half-cartridges in tandem in the pen. 
When the ?rst half-cartridge becomes exhausted, the 
writer then inserts the second half-cartridge into use. - 
However, the reminder to the user that he is running low 
on ink, which occurs when the ?rst half-cartridge runs 
dry, is much too early. Thus the user, knowing he now 
has another half-cartridge to use, is likely to postpone 
adding an additional fresh half-cartridge to the pen until 
too late. Also, such half-cartridges are generally too 
short to be used successfully to suck up fresh ink from 
regular ink-wells, thereby preventing re?lling by the user 
of the exhausted cartridge. Furthermore, the cost of 
two half-cartridges is nearly twice the cost of a single 
full length cartridge. 
Another prior proposal has been to use two cartridges, 

but of diiferent lengths. However, this has several of the 
disadvantages relating to the half-cartridge technique de 
scribed above, particularly with regard to cost. 

Still another proposal teaches a cartridge divided into 
a number of compartments by thin-membrane walls which 
are selectively pierced, one after another, by a very long 
pointed tubular ink feeding prong upon shifting the car 
tridge axially toward the pen point. However, it is very 
dif?cult to build an acceptable fountain pen so as to be 
able to shift the cartridge through large axial distances. 
Also, a shifting device has to be provided. 
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The present invention represents an improvement over - 
the above prior art devices by providing a cartridge hav 
ing a reserve space of any size, e.g. 5 to 30% of the total 
ink supply of the cartridge can be held in reserve. In 
addition, the cartridges of the invention are simple, inex 
pensive and do not require any modi?cation of the foun 
tain pen. Because of this last feature, the cartridges of 
the invention can be made to serve conventional cartridge 
fountain pens already in use. 
The invention will be further understood by reference 

to the following description and the drawings which in~ 
clude a preferred embodiment of the invention and where 
in: 

FIGURE 1 is an axial view, partly in section, of a 
cartridge of the invention in use in a fountain pen. 
FIGURES 2 to 5 are each axial views, partly in section, 

of other cartridges of the invention. ‘ 
FIGURE 6 is a sectional view of a divider for inser 

tion in an ink cartridge. 
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FIGURE 7 is a sectional view of another divider for. 

insertion in an ink cartridge. 
FIGURE 8 is a view taken along the lines 8—8 of 

FIGURE 7. . 

In FIGURE 1, the cartridge C is shown in combina 
tion with a conventional cartridge type fountain pen in 
cluding writing point 16}, ink feeder 11, barrel portions 
12 and 13 in threaded engagement, and the beveled-ended 
tubular ink feeder prong 14 which conveys ink from car 
tridge C to writing point 10. 
The cartridge C has the outer tubular wall 15 closed by 

rear wall 16, while the forward end of cartridge C de?nes 
a conventional tubular neck 17. The cartridge wall 15 is 
necked-down at 18 to de?ne a constricted. capillary pas 
sage 19 connecting the main ink reservoir space 20 and 
the reserve ink space 21. This partition or necked-down 
portion can be obtained by twising the plastic (cg. poly 
ethylene or polypropylene) cartridge while hot, or it can 
be obtained by any other suitable means. The passage 
19 is too small to allow ink 23 in reserve space 21 to pass 
freely into main ink space 20 during normal Writing use 
or under the in?uence of gravity. However, once the 
main ink space 20 has become empty as indicated in FIG 
URE 1, then that portion of the elastic wall 15 adjacent 
reserve space 21 is squeezed together in the direction of 
arrows 22. This squeezing will force. the reserve ink 23, 
through aperture 19, into ink space 29 where it can now 
flow under gravity into ink feeding prong 14. 

In the embodiment of FIGURE 2, the small diameter 
capiliary aperture 19a is de?ned in the end wall 24 of a 
rigid insert having tubular side walls 25 in ?xed, (e.g. 
frictional), engagement with tubular cartridge wall 15a. 
by squeezing the deformable wall 15a adjacent the re 
serve ink space 21a, the reserve liquid ink 23a can be 
forced into the main ink space 29a when the space 20a be 
comes empty. In construction, ,the cartridge walls 15a 
and 16a are molded or blown in one piece. This piece can 
then be set on end and the ink 23a poured into the tube, 
then member 24-25-19a can be ?tted into! the cartridge, 
egg. by frictional engagement of tubular wall 25 with the 
wall 15a. The remainder of the ink can then be poured 
into the tube to ?ll space 20a. Then the tubular neck por 
tion of wall 15a to give the sealed cartridge, ready for 
use. The thin membrane 26 is subsequently pierced by 
an ink feeder prong (e.g. the prong 14 of FIGURE 1) 
when the cartridge is inserted in a cartridge type foun 
tain pen. 
Another cartridge of the invention is shown in FIG 

URE 3. Here, the tubular coupling 27 includes the trans 
versely extending wall or partition 28 de?ning the capil 
lary aperture 29. Concentric tubular walls 30 and 31 
extend from transverse wall 28 towards the front of the 
cartridge. Corresponding tubular walls 30’ and 31' ex 
tend from wall 28 towards the rear of the cartridge. 
The cartridge includes the tubular portion 1511 having its 
back open end ?xed between walls 30 and 31. The re 
serve ink tubular portion 32 has its open front end ?xed 
between walls 30' and 31', while its back end is closed by 
wall 33. When the ink in main reservoir portion 29b 
is exhausted, then the reserve ink portion 32 is squeezed 
to force ink through capillary opening 29 into said reser 
voir portion 2%. 

In FIGURE 4, a rigid, but porous, plus 34 serves as 
the transverse partition to divide the main. ink reservoir 
Zilc from the reserve ink reservoir 21c. When main 
reservoir 2% is empty of ink, the resilient cartridge Wall 
15c proximate reserve space 21c is squeeze-d to force the 
reserve ink through the porous openings in plug 34 into 
reservoir space 200. The plug 34 de?nes a series of inter 
connecting capillary porous openings connecting ink 
reservoirs 20c and 21c. . 

In FIGURE 5, I provide a plug of porous sponge-like 
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material 35 in the rear portion of the cartridge Cd. The 
plug 35 can be foam rubber, polyurethane foam, or other 
porous, resilient material de?ning interconnecting capil 
lary pores. After ink in reservoir 20d is exhausted, the 
reserve ink is squeezed out of the capillary pores of plug 
35 by squeezing the resilient casing 15d adjacent said plug 
35. In this embodiment, the plug 35 not only de?nes 
the transversely extending partition to divide the cartridge 
into a main ink reservoir and a reserve ink reservoir, but 
pores de?ned by said plug also constitute the reserve ink 
reservoir. 
FIGURE 6 represents a plug de?ning the partitioning 

Wall 24:2 and having side walls 25@ for ?xed engagement 
Within a tubular ink cartridge to thereby divide the car— 
tridge (not shown) into a main ink reservoir and a re 
serve ink reservoir. By deforming the cartridge wall 
proximate the reserve ink reservoir, the increased pres 
sure on the reserve ink will rupture the thin membrane 
36 to thereby open the aperture 196 for the passage of 
ink into the main ink reservoir portion of the cartridge. 
FIGURES 7 and 8 represent a further modi?cation of 

the partition of FIGURE 6. 
tion 36]‘ is divided by the cross-slits 37 which define ?aps 
38. Flaps 38 are normally closed to prevent passage of 
ink from the reserve ink reservoir into the main ink reser 
voir. However, when the tubular cartridge outer Wall 
(not shown) proximate the reserve ink reservoir is 
squeezed, the pressure on the reserve ink will force ?aps 
38 to open as shown by the dotted lines of FIGURE 7 
to allow the passage of ink into the main ink reservoir. 
The plug members illustrated in FIGURES 6 to 8 can 

be inserted in a cartridge and used in the same manner 
as the plug de?ned by numbers 24, 25, and 19a is utilized 
in FIGURE 2, except that a cartridge having a straight 
tubular wall is used rather than a cartridge with tapered . 
Walls 15a of FIG. 2, since the walls 252 and 25]‘ are not 
tapered. Walls 25c and 25)‘ can, of course, be tapered to 
permit their frictional or press engagement with a tapered 
cartridge wall, e.g. the wall 15a of FIGURE 2. 

I claim: 
vInk cartridge for a fountain pen, said cartridge having 
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‘a front main ink reservoir and a rear reserve ink reser 
voir whereby ink in said reserve ink reservoir can be fed 
to said fountain pen after said pen initially runs dry by 
exhaustion of ink in said main ink reservoir, said cartridge 
comprising: an elastic plastic'tubular main body readily 
deformable by squeezing having a longitudinal axis, a 
rear closing end Wall, and a front closing end wall, said 
front closing end wall being adapted for piercing by the 
feeder prong of said fountain pen to form the sole aper 
ture in said cartridge communicating with the atmos 
phere; and a transversely extending partition Within said' 
main body dividing said main body into said front main 
ink reservoir and said rear reserve reservoir, said parti 
tion being defined by a necked-down portion of said main 
body, said partition de?ning a capillary discharge open 
ing connecting said main ink reservoir and said reserve 
ink reservoir, said capillary discharge opening being sut? 
ciently small to normally prevent passage of ink between 
said reservoirs, said capillary discharge opening becoming 
operative upon squeezing said deformable main body 
proximate said reserve ink reservoir whereby reserve ink 
under pressure can be passed through said capillary dis 
charge opening into said main ink reservoir after said ex 
haustion of ink in said main reservoir. 
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